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Executive Summary

The Working Group A panel of three international transfusion medicine specialists
(the Panel) was formed to review issues surrounding the controversy about where the
blood don ated for transfusion in Ireland should be tested. The Panel met in Ireland in

-

late May and again in early July. Interested parties were interviewed in both Cork and
Dublin and the blood centres in eac h city were visited . Among those interviewed was
the Mini ster of Health and Children. Many documents were reviewed, including, but
not limited to, standard operating procedures (SO Ps) at both centres, inspection and
news reports, and recommendations of several previous groups and individuals charged
to evaluate the Irish blood programme.

-

Background The Panel emphasises that, within the time at its disposal for this
review. no imminent danger to the public health was encountered.

This general

conclusion obtains even though sig nificant management and organizational weaknesses
were apparent. The Panel concludes that a competent and dedicated staff operate a
functional blood system in Ireland with great skill.

The Panel also emphasises that its effectiveness was partially limited by the
paucity of data in several important areas, among them, financial analyses to support
major decisions by management and the ability to benchmark t he Irish blood system
with international best practices.

Paramount was the lack of implementation of a

National Data Management System as well as a National Quality System. A common
updated Quality Manual with a clear statement of what operational standards are
approved by the organisation for use during inspections is not in wide use.

T he Panel recognises that. on initial reading. this report appears to exceed the
scope of the terms of reference of t he inquiry. From its inception, the Panel believed
that because the various functions of a blood bank are interrelated and t hus, difficult
to separate from one another, a broad interpretation of the terms of reference was
essential to evaluate testing matters appropriately (See Figure 1.) Thus, with the
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Figure 1. Schematic of Test Result Interaction in a Blood Center

concurrence of representatives of the convenrng authorities, the terms of reference

were interpreted to include functionalities intrinsically related to testing.

The Bain Report This report provided a commonly cited authority to suppOrt
consolidating blood testing in the laboratory in Dublin in t he near term. In fact, the
report only recommended testing in a sin gle location at some time in the futu re. It also
outlined t hree barriers t hat should be removed prior to such consolidation, chief among
them, the lack of a national data management system. None of the barriers has been
removed.
site.

Further, the 1996 Re-Organization Plan does not mention testing at a single

Until some sy stems, most notably information management technology, are

integrated into a single national system, consoli dating many functions, including
testing, is not feasible.

Fina lly, the Pane! believes that geogra phic, cultural, and

historical f actors may milit ate against centralisation of t he ent ire Irish blood system.
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Unfortunately, the intense controversy about where testing should be

performed has diverted IBTS staff energy and resources from more compelling
unresolved operational issues facing the Irish blood syst em. Several of these issues
w ill become apparent in this report .

Recommendations
One.

It is recommended that lBTS develop and maintain donation testing

programmes, including nucleic acid testing, at both the Cork and Dublin Centres.

Two.

That to assure uniform national quality and effective operational

management of donation test ing, the activities of both Cork and Dublin be integrated

meaningf ully into a single national blood system, but with separate management
structures in place at two centres within the national service. It is recommended that
a manag ement structure of t he Cork Centre be reestablished such that each Centre
Director clearly be in charge of their Centre . It follows that the current system of
centralised/functional management requires major revisions. It is further recommended
that the IBTS headqua rters should not be located at either regional Centre, thus
dispelling any impression that eith er is the "National Centre."

Three. It is recommended that representatives from both Cork and Dublin
Centres participate in IBTS governance and senior management decision-making
meaningfully and in proportion to the blood components and blood products each
produces.

Four.

It is recommended that future re place ments of IBTS Board members

reflect balanced geographic representation, the interests of Health Boards and
individuals with transfusion medicine expertise (medical. technical or managerial), as
well as individuals with expertise in financial and general management of complex
commercial medical enterprises.

There would be considerable advantage were an

international transfusi on medicine expert to serve as a Board Member for the next 5
years.

-
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Five. It is recommended that t he physical faci lities for Dubli n and Cork should
be of simila r quality with space ap propriate for their missions. The new Cork facility

should be designed to support academic educational and research activities and
preferably be located in an academic environment. This recommendation should be

given the highest priority by the IBTS.

Six ,

A national quality system, with clearly stated operational standards,

should be implemented througho ut th e organisation by ISTS. The operational standards
should be selected for their rigor. It is recommended that, to gain mutual and public
trust, the IBTS operating elements be ISO certified and audited by the accreditation
Institute in addition to the 1MB inspections according to cGMP and established
operationa l standards,.

Seven. It is recommended that a computer system, with Progresa serving initially,
integrating Cork and Dublin operations nationwide be implemented as a maner of
urgency.

The highest operational priority should be given to functions rel ated to

safety, such as national deferral registries, integration of donation testing resu lts,
bag/product labelling and lot release.

Eight.

It is recommended that the IBTS nurture research and development

prog rammes at both Centres.

Nine.

The number of physiCians trained in Transfusion Medicine should be

increased with encouragement and financial support from the Irish government.

Ten. It is recommended that upon receipt of Inspection Reports, without regard
f rom which inspecting authority, an action team be appointed by the CEO to respond,
item by item, to any recommenda tions or adverse findings of the Reports . This action
team should be charged to report in writing to and through the CEO and/or the Board
every 9 0 days regarding progress in corrective actions until correction of all
deficiencies has been documented.

-
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Eleven.

At 36 months, a revi ew team should be engaged to determine the

•

responses of the IBTS to the recom mendations of this Report. This review team should
report to t he IBTS Board. It is further recommended that during this period info rmation
about costs and productivity be collected prospectively to allow scientifically based

I

cost-efficacy bench marking of the IBTS.
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Body of the Report

Background In 1994, the Blood Transfusion Services Board (BTSB). now the
Board of t he Irish Blood Transfusion Service (ISTS)' anticipated serious public criticism
of the management of the service f ollowing invest igations into the most grave disaster

in

t he

history

of the

Irish Health

Service:

virus contamination

of anti-D

immunoglobulin. Thus, it contracted with a consultant (Bain UK, Inc.) t o re view t he
management of the service and make recommendations for change . This contract had
the support of the Depa rtment of Health and Children (DOH&C).

-

Bain UK, Inc. published their report in May 1995 and recommended

fundame ntal changes .' In short, they advised the BTSB and the DOH&C th at the blood
sy stem should put a centralised management structure in place and, by inference.
indicated that this structure should by located in the Dub lin Ce ntre. Included in th is
report w as advice on the f uture shape of programmes for testing blood donations. It
was pro posed, in line with Bain 's overall management philosophy, that all blood
donation in Ireland be tested in a single centre at some t ime in the future, again by
inference, t his should be in Dublin .

The recom men dations in the Bain Report were approved by t he BTSB and had
the support of t he DOH&C.
formed t he basis of their

These remain t heir positions today.

R e ~Organ i :zation

the BTSB in the summer of 1996. 2

The Bain report

Plan fo r the service, w hich was approved by

An essential theme of this Re·Organizat ion Plan

focu sed on t he development of a c entralised line management system with the
consequent diminution of operational responsibilities within both the Dublin and Cork
Centres.

-

-

-

-

r
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In February 1998, the 8TSB approved the introduction of a highly sensitive test

for infectious diseases termed the polymerase chain reaction (peR) for all blood

donated in Ireland. It further app roved that this technology be outsourced for two
years and th ereafter be performed for the whole of Ireland in the Dublin Centre. It
is reasonable to conc lude that t his decision encouraged senior service managers to

advise the BTSB t hat the time was appropriate to consider implementing t hat part of
the Bain Report which recommended perform ing all infectious disease testing in Dublin.
Senior managers have emphasized that this proposal was contained in a wide ranging
policy paper presented to the 8 TSB in March 1999,3 although there is evidence within
the Health Service that it was common knowledge before this date .4 It is noteworthy
that, as of this writing, no PCR testing capability has been developed in t he Dublin
facility .

In 1999, the BTSB requested that senior Irish blood transfusion service
managers consu lt with colleagues outside Ireland and report back to the Board. Senior
staff complied by travelling to Finland and England, and in July 1999, advised t he
BTSB that steps should be taken to transfer all donation testing (blood grouping and
infectious diseases) from Cork to Dublin (Murphy and Hynes ReportS). The Board and
the DOH&C approved this proposa l.

In J uly 1999, just prior to th e ISBT Board's deliberations on the Murphy and
Hynes Report, a group of Munster clinicians, along with several Southern Health Board
(SHB) members, met with IBTS Board members . This Munster group expressed deep
concerns about t he decision to transfer donation testing from Cork to Dublin and equal

8

concerns about the decision-making processes by which this policy had been reached. 5
These concerns were subsequently committed to paper and conveyed to the IBTS

Chairman .?

The response of the IBTS Chairman' was deemed by the Munster clinicians to

be unsatisfactory and steps were taken to refer the matter to the Oireachtas Joint

iT

Committee on Health and Children .

The relevant hearings of the Joint Committee took place in March, 2000, and

-

the findings in favour of maintaining two donation testing sites were published in April,
2000. At the time of this w riting, it is not certain whether the IBTS Board considered
fo rmulating a response to the outcomes of these parliamentary deliberations, but it is
clear that the IBTS Board has not communi cated its views to the SHB. This state of
affairs led the SHB to decla re a formal vote of no confidence in the IBTS Board. s The
IBTS Board responded by proposing that the two Boards work together to establish and
support a three-perso n international panel (the Panel) to advise the IBTS on the most
appropriate way to go forward with the single versus the dual site testing options. The
respective Boards agreed that each would select one person and the two selected by
the Boards would appoint the third member of the team who would also serve as its
Chairperson .

9

The Panel was put in place in March, 2002 and it invited both Boards to supply
preliminary background papers related to the issues at hand. Through the good offices
of the respective CEOs, these doc uments 10 were delivered in a timely manner, along
w ith video tapes of the proceedings of the Oireachtas Joint

Comm inee on Health and

Children.

Terms of Reference In December 2001 , the IBTS Board approved the Terms
of References (see Appendix 1) for the Panel's review of the single-site donation
testing issues, that had been developed by the SHB,ll The IBTS Board recorded its
views on the context in which a number of assessments in the Panel's Report would
be considered, ' 2 These included:

-

•

examine the implications, positive or negative, of maintaining dual-site testing;

•

assessing the impact of movement t o single-site testing on the quality and
timeliness of the service provided nationally; and,

•

examining the impact of single-site testing in terms of the removal of an
independent back-up system, and the provision of appropriate rep lacement
fac ilities or arrangements.

In reviewing the preliminary material supplied by the CEOs and after preliminary
communications with senior IBTS manag ers, the Panel concluded there was a need for
further clarification of the Terms of Reference of the Review . Specifically, the Panel
believed it was important that it be able to acquire further information on t h e historical
aspects of the donation testing issue, that it have access and collaboration from the

-

10

officials

of

the

DOH&C,

and

that

it

could

explore

those

aspects

of

t he

governance/management and qualit y assu rance of the IBTS which affected blood

donation testin g.

Blood donation testing sits wit hin a complex interacting network of activities

wit hin and between Blood Centres (see Figure ll . The Panel believed it was vital t hat
it be able to exa mi ne all essential aspects of this network. On Sunday, 19 May 2002 ,

the Panel met with the Chai rmen of the rBTS and SHB, Mr. McCloone and CUr.
O'Keeffe, re spectively, and with members of their staffs and it was agreed t he Panel

could exam ine those aspects of rBTS's governance/management and quality assurance

which were deemed by t he Panel to be essential for an effective review of testing
issues.

On Wednesday, 22 M ay, the Panel briefed the Minister of Health and was

advised they would have full access to and the collaboratio n of government offic ia ls.
The Panel was requested to make its report simultaneo usly to the two appointing
authorities, IBTS and SHB.

Methodo logy/Review Process The basic background documents and videos
provided by rep resentatives of the respective Boards 10 proved to be invaluable in
focusing int erview s. The Panel reg rets it was not possible to have access to the Flynn
Report 13 and other additional information until its interviews had been completed;
however, the Panel believes it was sufficiently informed that this delay did not hamper
its ability to render a fair re port.
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The Panel discussed transfusion medicine in Ireland w ith nu merous interviewees

at all levels from technicia ns to Board members. The Panel believes it was able to

meet w ith all interested parties that were available when the Panel was in Cork and
Dublin.

The structures of the interviews were intentionally informal in order to

encourage free and frank discussions.

The Panel, with the support of the lBTS

Chairman, put in place arrangements intended to give all members of the IBTS staff an

assurance that their interviews would remain confidential (see Appendi x 2 ). In light of
comments made in the Flynn Report regarding staff fears of retribution, t he Panel

believed that this was an important and constructive approach.

Soon after the International Panel was established, it requested that an
independent Administrator be appointed to co-ordinate and service the review
programme. Preference w as given in this request for a civil servant who was not in
the DOH&C, or a senior but retired, public service administrative manager. The Pane!
is aw are that considerable efforts were made to support this request and regrets they
were unsuccessful.

However, the Panel was afforded the extraordinari ly helpful

assistance of Ms. O'Mahoney (SHB) and Ms. McGuire (IBTS) on its behalf.

The Panel recogn ises t hat in establishing a three-person international panel,
timing problems were inevitable, especially related to concurrent availability of both the
Panel members and desired persons to interview.

This difficulty has affected the

timeliness of the report of the Panel, but not its substance . The Panel believes that its
extensive review of doc uments and the interviews it conducted have given it an
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accurate, although necessarily incomplete in every detail, view of t he Irish Blood
Transfusion System. We firmly believe this Report is provided by an informed Panel
and are grateful to the many people who have made it possible.

Findings and Recommendations

General Comments The Panel believes it is important to emphasize that.
although serious management and organizational weaknesses were found during the

il

review, no generalized lack of safety of the current Irish blood supply was detected.

The Panel did perceive that many employees felt alienated and insecure and morale
was stated to be low.

-

These perceptions suggest that leadership should work on

confidence at all levels in efforts to restore employee co-operati on, partnership and
trust. However. we found. as have others previously,IB a highly skilled staff in both
the Cork and Dublin Centres operate a functionally safe blood system with great
dedication despite significant management difficulties.

We caution that the Panel's effectiveness was partially limited by t he paucity of
available data in severa l important areas, especially financial analyses to support major
decisions by management (including donation testing options) and whether IBTS
effectively benchmarks its operational management practices with those of other
national Services.

The Panel has concluded that best international practices for donation testing which
formed much of the rationale of the Murphy and Hynes Report have not been
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established. Having looked at the experiences in several countries, the Panel found

there are no best international practices fo r testing. Each country with a national blood
tra nsfusion service must look carefully at what policies best su it its circumstances.
including financial conside ration s, academic and political sensitivities, and nation-

s pecific and cultural aspects related to centralisaton of its management. The provision
of appropriate back-up facil ities (with acceptable management and quality assurance
control), and the interest s of customers, in particular. Health Boards and prescribing

physicians, must be inc luded in decision making. The Panel found little evidence that
these considerations had been included appropriately in t he decision processes
regarding future donation testing programmes for the IBTS (either at the Officer,
DOH&C or Board levels).

The Pa nel frequently encountered strongly held views on various matters but
without objective supporting data . Although in many cases differences in approach
appeared to be regional (i .e. Dublin versus Cork) this was by no means always the
case.

Parochial viewpoints frequently complicated the eval uation of evidence

presented by several of those interviewed.

Historical Perspective

The Pan el has no doubt that much of t he current

donation testing controversies ha ve their roots in the hepatitis C scandal. which has
left significant and lasting scars on the IBTS. These have been further enhanced by
the recent return of yet further inquiries surrou nding those hepatitis events. Previous
anempts to leave this history behind, by a complete change of top management and
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e fforts to gain more central control, have both failed.

Although the hepatitis C

contami nation of anti-O immunoglobulin was a most tragic circumstance f or the Irish
Health Service, it should be em phasized t hat patients have been unintentionally
infected wit h the hepatitis C virus in oth er countries and their governments are still

struggling to find acceptable ways to compensate these patients.

Further, in some

countries testing strategies have been or are being initiated to detect or avoid what
some regard as only theoretical risks (testing for nvCJO, for example).

The Bain Report' provides a commonly cited authority to support consolidating

donation testing in the laboratory in the Dublin Centre. It is noteworthy that the Bain
Report actually recommended that

~ ...

BTSB develop a strategy to consolidate donor

testing in a single locatio n .e1 some point

lo.

the future." !emphasis added ) \ and

identified the lack of a system-wide information t echnology (IT) capability as one of the
barriers t o such a consol idation. Syste m-w ide informa tion management capability
still remains a recognised, but unmet need throughout the ISBT. Moreover, at the
time of t he Panel's visits, no satisfactory information was ava ilable as to when a
validat ed IT system wou ld be operational. Further. the 1996 Re-Organisation Plan
does not mention single-site donation testing.2

Thus, moving donation testing from

Cork to Dublin in the near term was not mandated by any study of the IBTS until the
report of Murphy and Hynes. s

By contrast , the more recent management report

prepared by Flynn and Lynott 1 3 stat ed that the single-site testing decision w as "ill-timed
and taken precipitously. ~

It should be noted that the Re-Organization Plan did

recommend developing a " ... national centre for transfusion medicine and (to) act as the
World Health Organisation appointed Nat ional Reference Laboratory for Blood Group

15

Serology"2 This language relates to providing reference laboratory services rather than

n

centralised routine infectious disease testing or management.

Unfortunately, much of the controversy that the Panel was convened to
address was created by a misinterpretation of the Bain Report. The Panel concludes

th at international evidence suggests that geographic, cultural and historical factors
militate against Bain's recommendations for centralisation of both donation testing and
site management of the blood transfusion Centres in Ireland.

The the deliberations of the Panel are presented as "the issue examined" and
the "recommendations" based on the findings during examination of t he issues.

Issue One - Testing Site. The Panel understands that donation testing issues,
especially where nucleic acid testing (NAT) should be performed, initially triggered its
engagement to perform this limited review of the 18TS. NAT, by a method known
as the polymerase chain reaction (PCA)' is a highly sensitive laboratory method for
detecting infectious agents in blood.

Currently NAT of the Irish blood drawn for

transfusion in Ireland is performed in Edinburgh, Scotland.

8ecause of the high

sen sitivity of PCR, most laboratories will experience occasional down-time due to
contamination or other operational difficulties. Thus, backup NAT capability is critical
to maintain an uninterrupted supply of blood.

The strategy of Dublin and Cork

providing mutual back-up would be both practical and managerially attractive.

The

cu rrently envisaged long-term IBT5 NAT back-up options of transporting samples to a
foreign country are not soundly based.
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Notwithstanding the Murphy and Hynes Report° the Panel could find no
convincing financial, scientific, medical or operational analyses from the IBTS that
supported establishing donation testing at a single site. Further, the Panel determined
that both sites appear capable and well run.

In the Murphy and Hynes ReportS it is suggested that a labour savings of
252,555 pounds would be real ised by consolidating donation testing in one laboratory .
Yet, when d iscussing the transfer of testing from Cork to Dublin at a meeting of the
Blood Product Advisory Group in Cork, an IBTS senior manager stated " (t)hat when this

-

transfer (testing from Cork to Dublin) is finished there will be the same number of staff
or more employed there," meaning at Cork.'4 Further, the specimen transportation and
data transfer costs, especially without an integrated computer system, for testing in
a single centre have not been addressed.

-

management deficiencies the Pa nel encountered was the paucity of financial data
within the IBTS.

IT

As already noted, one of the serious

The Panel bench-marked internationally with other systems and

estimate that the additional capital costs of physically f itting out two duplicate testing
facilities (Cork and Dublin) rather t han one would be rather modest . These costs would
be partly offset by avoiding recurring costs of shipping and commun icating to and from
a single testing site and the quality control of a foreign back-up laboratory to provide
emergency testing. Finally, international benchmarking suggests the IBTS estimate of
six to nine additional staff to perform NAT testing in both centres is excessive.

The Panel be lieves that the IBTS Board should consider at some t ime in the
future whether current NAT of donated blood should be continued. As further
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experience with the result s of NAT in other countries is being evaluated, it is becoming

-

clear that the benefi ts are not as great as predicted . First, it is not fail safe.

In a

recent report from Singa pore, H tV was transmitted to recipients by a recently infected
donor negative on minipool NAT. 1 5 Further, it was calculated in a recent UK study that
the cost per year of recipient quality adjusted life year by detecting a single unit
infected w ith t he hepatitis C virus was 7,900,000 British pounds to rise to 3',500,00
pounds in t he near future . 18 The authors suggest that, when compared with other
me dical interventions, NAT of blood for transfusion is not cost-effective. In Sweden
and Denmark , NAT is not performed on blood for t ransfusion . In Scotland, NAT for

-

human immunodeficiency virus {HIVl wa s recently abandoned due to lack of efficacy
at a savings estimated to be 1, 2 11 ,7 88 Euro annually.

IT

-

1

A ny decision not to perform NAT testing based on cost-effectiveness must be
discussed in ligh t of potential legal repercussions. In UK, a recent ruling under the
terms of t he Consumer Protection Act is cause for concern. 17 The failure of transfusion
services t o adopt all reasonable measures t o increase safety of the blood cou ld leave
such Services legally at fault and liable for damages .17

Recommendation One - Testing Site. It is recommended that IBTS develop and
mai ntain donation testing p rogrammes, including nucleic acid testing, at both t he Cork
and Dublin Centres. This develop ment would have the following advantages:
a. A national back-up system for testing would be automatically
maintained.
b. Such a structure would be operationally cost-effective.

•
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c. The morale and involvement of the Munster medical
community, as well as the Centre staff, wou ld be enhanced .
d. The contribution to further expanding the biomedical research
programmes within the University of Cork, with the potential for
loca l commercial spin-off could be substantial.
e. An opportunity would arise to manage deep seated conflicts

between Munster and Dublin more effectively by the development
of productive partnerships.

Finally. the need to perform NAT of donated blood for known infectious agents
should be reevaluated.

Issue Two - 18TS Operational Man agement Structure and Functions. It
became clear during this review t hat. until very recently, Cork and Dublin essentially

maintained sepa rate, non-integrated management systems. Among the more obvious
indicators, common sta ndards are not in place, personnel policies are not uniform and
donor deferral registries are not shared. The latter is an important safety issue because
a donor could be on the deferral registry in Cork but that deferral be unknown to

-

Dublin. Should such a donor present in Du blin, seeking HIV testing for example, he or
she would be permitted to donate.

At the time of the Bain Report, the senior management of the BTSB strong ly
believed that the organisational struct ure of STSB was ineffective. The management

19

structure and functions that were introduced as a consequence of the Bain Report and
the 1996 Re·O rganisation Plan have made a significant contribution to the current

donation t esting controversy . Th is difficultY was recognized in the Flynn report In
stating" (t)he concept of a nat ional organ izati on with national structures and standards

... ha(s) become confused with centralisation of functions and management. "13

The

Panel believes this statement is soundly based and the resulting management
weaknesses are still apparent.

The IBTS would benefit from an operational governance system in which the
Blood Centres and a national management team the size and functions of which should
be reviewed, were physically separated and the latter not involved in the day-to-day
operational management of either Centre. The Cork Centre requires managem ent coequal in authority, experience and expertise as similarly placed staff in Dublin.

Recommendation Two -18TS Operational Management Structure and Function.
That to assure uniform national quality and effective operational management of
donation testing, the activities of both Cork and Dublin be integrated meaningfully into
a single national blood system, but with separate management structures in place for
the two Centres within the national service (Figure 2J. It is recommended that a

Dublin Centre

Cork Centre

Figure 2. Recommended Management Structure of a National System

-
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-

-

management structure of the Cork Centre should be reestablished such that each
Centre Director clearly be in charge of their Centre.

It follows that t he current

centralised/functional mode l requires major revisions. It is further recommended that

the IBTS national headquarters team not be physically located at either Centre, thus
dispelling any impression t hat eit her is the "National Centre. "

l

1

J

-

Issue Th ree - A More Balanced IBTS Governance

Representatives, particularly

the Centre Directors, from both the Cork and Dublin Centres do not participate equally
in the IBTS governance and particularly in all national policy making and strategy
development. It would be desirable that the leadership in Cork be includ ed in decision
making at the national level, and that staff at Cork should be appropriately consu lted
in relation to planning the Cork Ce ntre . Many of the recommendations of this report
would benefit greatly from a more balanced governance.

Recommendation Three • A

More Balanced IBTS Governance

It is

recommended that Representatives f rom both Cork and Dublin Centres participate in
IBTS governance and senior ma nagement decision-making meaningfully and in
proportion to the blood components and blood products each produces.

Issue Four · External IBTS Govern ance

The IBTS Board historically has not

included in dependent members with transfusion medicine (medical or technical)
expertise. The Board has relied upo n consultants, advisors, and espec ially staff, when
acting on t echn ical issues.

It w as determined that t here is a risk under the

circumstances described in this report, that proposals made by senior staff will not be

-
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subjected to searching scrutiny and that members of the Board may tend t o defe r to
senior staff. This determination prom pted the recommendation of the Panel that an
international transfusion medicine expert be a member of the Board.

There is, in the context of the decision making process regarding donation

-

-

-

testing and the centralisation of management, a widespread view among IBTS senior

and middle management staff that the DOH&C officials have been very closely
involved. The Panel has acquired sufficient evidence to conclude that this perception
is valid and it endorses recent moves by the DOH&C to withdraw its officials from
membership of the IBTS Board .

Recommendation Four - External IBTS Governance
future

replacements

of

IBTS

Board

Members

reflect

It is recommended that
balanced

geographic

representation, the interests of Health Boards, and individuals with transfusion
medicine expertise (medical, technical or managerial), as well as individuals with
expertise in financial and general management of complex commercial medical
enterprises. There would be consid erable advantag e were an international transfusion
medicine expert to serve as a Board member for the next 5 years.

Issue Five · Physical Facility Compa rability

As stated, the Panel believes

strongly t hat two separate regional centres, both managed as parts of an all-Irish
organisation, should be maintained. The concept of a National Blood Centre (NBC) for
either of the centres is counterprod uctive and inhibits collaboration .

-
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Comparisons between the Dublin and Cork Centre facilities are a matter of

-

concern. The Cork Centre is in urgent need of complete replacement. The working
areas are crowded, the staff cramped, and the buildings in marginal condition . These

deficiencies of the Cork physical facilities have been noted in inspection reports of the
1MB since 1999, le the earliest reports provided to the Panel. Relocation of the Cork
Centre, preferably to an academic environment, is urg ently needed. Such a site has

been offered to the 18TS by the SHB. The Dublin centre is an architect ural masterpiece
and the Panel recommends any new Cork facility be of comparable Quality .

Recommendation Five - Physical Facility Comparab,ility It is recommended that
t he physica l facilities for Dublin and Cork should be of similar quality with space
appropriate for their missions . The new Cork facility should be designed to support
academic educational and research activities and preferably be located in an academ ic
environment. This recommendation should be given the highest priority by t he IBTS.

Issue Six · Adoption of Standards and Certification The Panel repeatedly hea rd
interviewees mention the lack of public confidence in the 18TS.

One strategy to

overcome t his, at least in part, w oul d be formal compliance with international and
independent quality standards. it is unclear currently to what generally accepted
standards the 18TS internally benchmarks itself.

ISO 9000 certification, in its most

current iteratio n, of both centres w ou ld be an important initiative in this direction.
Even though th ere w ere several fin dings of "partial compliance" of standards in Cork

1

-

during its ISO 90 00 inspection, the paradox of Cork having ISO certification, while
Dublin does not. is striking. This ha s added fuel to the public controversy surrounding
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the donation testing iss ue.

The 1MB plays a significant role in promotin g and

mainta ining comparable quality assurance throughout the IBTS t hrough its role in

licensi ng of blood and blood products .

In the Hederman O' Brien Report 19 a number of points were made wit h regard

-

to ways of improving the service pro vided by the predecessors of the current 1MB and

-

the IBTS . These inclu ded:
•

closer liaison with sister regulatory agencies in other countries;

•

a increase in the resources f or t he 1MB to meet increased regulatory

activity; and,
•

clarification of t he relationships between the 1MB and the Department
of Health such that the responsibility for enforcing licensing requirements

is clear.

In examining the current donation testing controversy, in the context of the
Terms of Reference of this Revie w, the Panel believes that the Hederman O'Brien
points referred t o above still require further attention, and that this would bring
significant benefit to the future operations of the IBTS.

Recommendation Six· Adoption of Standards and Certification

A national

quality system, with clearly stated operational standards, should be implemented
throughout the organisation by IBTS. The operational standards should be selected for
their rigo r. It is f urther recommended that, to gain mutual and public trust, the JSBT

-

-
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operating elements be ISO certified and audited by the accreditation Institute, in
addition to the 1MB inspections, according to cGMP and established operational

standards.

Issue Seven • System-wide Computer System

As currently configured, the

computer sy stems used within the IBTS, are not compatible with one another. Thus,

it is possible that a donor permanently deferred by one centre could be drawn
unknowingly and the unit entered

into inventory
.

at the other.

Correction of this

deficiency is vital to the safety of t he Irish blood system. A contemporary computer
system is of critical importan ce for tracking positive test results to block labeling and

hence prevent the release of an unsuitable unit. Further, a national computer system
is only complete when the application of test results of one Centre are available to
evaluate fu ture donations at the other Centre . This is particularly important for the
results of tests f or infectiou s diseases; truly infected donors with borderline reactivity
in one donor centre could be negative at the second. Were prior positive test result not
availa ble at the second Centre, a potentially infected unit could enter the blood supply.

-

The Panel was informed that such a unified system is ready, but its implementation has
delayed over one year by unresolved industrial relations difficulties. These difficulties
should be resolved as soon as is practical.

Recommendation Seven - Sy stem-wide Computer System Jt is recommended
that a computer system, with Progresa serving initially. integrating Cork and Dublin
operations nationwide be implemented as a matter of urgency.

-

The

highest

operational priority shou ld be given to function s related to safery, such as national
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-

-

J

J

]

-

]

donor deferral registries, integration of donation testing results, bag/product labelling
and lot release.

Issue Eight - Research and Development

One of the most striking changes in

transfusion medicine practice over the last decade is the recognition that, as a

discipl ine, it generally has moved from a laboratory-based model to a pharmaceutical

manufacturing model w ith a close working clinical interface. 3 The manufacturing and
clinical models thrive on researc h. The l BTS has nat benefitted by responding to this
paradigm shift and this lack of a research and development culture is a cause for

concern.

IBTS mana gement appears driven primarily by business and technology

needs, rather than research.

The locations of t he Dublin and Cork Centres on medical academic campuses
provide ideal opportunities for both to augment their research programmes. The Panel
does not share the view t hat the research opportunities may be more limited in Cork
due to its modest size. Rather, at the present time, because of the attitudes of the
various associated Universities the medium and long-term research opportunities in
Cork look particularly attractive.

Recommendation Eight - Research and Development It is recommended that
the IBTS nurture research and development programmes at both Centres .

Issue Nine· Increase t he Number of Transfusion Medicine Specialists

The

number of Transfusion Medicine special ists in Ireland, currently f ive, is insufficient. It

-

-

J
J
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would seem unlikely that t heir numbers will increase without influence from the Irish

government.

The Panel understa nds that this issue may be complicated by the

absence of facilities in Ireland possessing the ability to tfain transfusion medicine

specialists . However. such capability could be developed and, wh jje it is, arrangements
should be made to obtain assistance from abroad. The availability and presence of
additional transfusion medicine specialists might exert the dual effect of improving

transfusion practices and increasing the confidence of the Irish public in blood
transfusion medicine in general, and the strength of the IBTS/ctinical interface in
particular.

The Pan el applauds the reported recent developments to increase t he

number of haematologists and blood transfusion medicine service medical personnel.
It strong ly advises the IBTS Board to promote training programmes for these doctors,
many of which, in the sh ort te rm, would have to be trained outside of Ireland .

Recommendation Nine - Increase the Number of Transfusion Medicine Specialists
The number of physicians trained in Transfusion Medicine should be increased with the
encouragement and financial support from the Irish government.

-

-

li

Issue Ten - Inspection Responses Reviews of 1MB inspection reports of bot h the
Cork and Dublin Centres filed since 1998, indicate in many cases the sa me adverse
findings ap pear year after year.

It appears clear that the IBTS does not have an

integrated approach to correcting deficiencies identified during inspections. Although
not all findings can be resolved or corrected in 12 months, such as the physical facility
in Cork, progress should have been made correcting any adverse find ing and a st atus
report available to the inspectors outlining such progress. Such a programme of
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corrective action is generally regarded as a key element of any continuous improvement

initiative.

Recommendation Ten - Inspection Responses

-

It is recommended t hat upon

receipt of Inspection Reports, without regard from which inspecting authority, an

action team

be appointed

by the CEO to respond, item by item,

recommendations or adverse findings of the Reports.

to any

This action team should be

charged to report in writing to and through the CEO and/or the Board every 90 days

-

regarding progress in corrective actions until correction of all deficiencies have been

documented.

Issu e Eleven - Implementation and Follow-up

Many reviews of the Irish blood

banking system have been undertaken over t he past 10 years.

Follow-up of t he

va rious reports and recommendations can, at best, be described as incomplete. The
Panel believes that a group of reviewers should be empaneled to determine the impact
of the Panel' s recommendations on the practices of the IBTS. It is also important that
the Board establish improved general monitoring programmes.

Recommendation Eleven - Implementation and Follow-up

At 36 months, a

review team should be engaged to evaluate the responses of the IBTS to the
recommend ations of this Report. This review team should report to the IBTS Board.
It is further recommended that during this period, information about costs and
productivity be collected prospectively to allow scientifically based cost-efficacy
bench marking of the IBTS.
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is respectfully submitted by the Panel.

ohn Q. Cash, M .D.

Tommy Soderstrom, M.O .

-

J

-

-

Thomas F. Zuck,
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To assess the advantages and disadvantages associated with:
(al
Dual site testing and
(b)
Single site testing Irish Blood Transfusion Service OBTS) organisation, key
issues for consideration may include -

).- Assessing the impact of movement to single site testing on the quality and
timeliness of service provided nationally and in the Munster region. In particular
evaJuating the impact of such change on (a) user confidence, and (b) donor
participation in the area;

)- An assessment and comparison of standards, backup centre roles, and iep:trtage
systems of both centres to date;
). Examining the impact of single site testing in telms of the IUIIoval of a backup
system. and the provision of appropriate replacement facilities or arrangements;

)..- Examining the impact of such a change on the ability of the organisation to cater
for other possible (demand) emergencies throughout the country, and
). Estimating the cost impl ications, positive and negative. of maintaining dual site
testing;
., All relevant documents of the IBTS organisation, the Southern Health Board, and
other bodies necessary as agreed between the two Boards, should be made
available to the review group. Also, access should be provided to all relevant
personnel;

}- The Intcmational Expert Group should completc its report within two months of
its initial convening and should submit it simulraneously to the Chairpersons of
the lBT S and the SHB.
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I

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT
(On plain notepaper with the names and addresses of three experts)

I
-

I Professor Thomas Zuck
2861 Patterson
Farms Lane
Cincinnati
Ohio 45244

USA
-""'"'----

~ ~..

Professor John Cash
. I Otterbum Park
Edinburgh E114 UX
Scotland

Professor Tommy Sooerstorm
Karlinska HO~p1taI
17176 Stockholm
Sweden

--

Dear [Insert name of interviewee]

As you know we have been appointed by agreement between the Irish Blood Transfusion
Service and the Southern Health Board to picpare an independent report with the attat:bed
tems of reference on the issue of single/dual site testing.

We are anxious that every IBTS staff member with whom we speak in the course of our work
on this assignment can speak with fu ll candour and give us the benefit of hislher knowledge
and views relevant to the issues in the teullS of reference. We are anxious also that we can
discuss with such persons these issues in a similar manner.

We will treat your communications with us and our communications with you in confidence
and not divulge these communications to any third party save in accordance with a lawful
requirement such as a court order or in so far as it may be necessary for us to do so in
furtherance of this assignm.ent. We will would be grateful if you would confirm likewise (by
signing where indicated below) that you wiJl treat such communications in confidence.
Yours sincerely

ThomasZuck

John Cash

Tommy Sodetstor

IT
[IBTS staff member J
Date:

-
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18TS/SHB (inte!r.ational) Inquiry

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED BY.JOC BEFORE JULY 2001 VISIT

(Note on possible sources of infonnation: " signifies Chainnan of IBTS. -+ the SliB
CEO's Office and # me DOH&C)

I.
2.
3,

4.

5.
6.

1,

8.

The FIynn Report (2002)(0)
Tissue Banlcing Report (Or F.stland, 1997) (0)
List of most senior Officials of the DOH&C Blood Policy DivisionfUnit St.nCe
it was established (#)
SUlllJJ'WY ofBTSBlIBTS Board 's formal responses to the Hederman/O' Brien
Report (1995), 1he Bain Report (1995), 1he Re-Organisanon Plan ( 19%), me
finlay Report (1997), Ems! and Young Repol1 (1998), and the Murphy and
Hynes Report (1999). Our specific interest is 10 see the recommendations of
ea::h ReportlPlan listed.. which were approved by the Board and what stage
implementation has bcal ft'& hcJ with regard to those which recel\'ed Board
approval.(»
The MeNamara Report (1 999)(+)
Information on meetings between JBTS and the SHB since January 1999 m
terms of who initiated than (*+)
Copies of lettc13 written to IBTS in 1999 2000 from Munster clinicians (+)
Detailed lnformation sufficient to enable the intema1:ional team to understand
how the original estimated cost cf the new Cork Centre was calcuJared to be
D .Smillion in January 1998 and how it rose to £12 .Omillion in July 1999.(·)

10.

Dublin Ca",. annual blood collection figures (per 1000 population served)
from 1992-200 1 (0)
Cork Centre 8lU1UaJ blood collet tion figures (per 1000 population serJed) from

1 1.

1992 -2001(0)
Dublin Centre annual issue of platelet concenbat.es (per 1000 population

9.

served) from 1992-2001 ( 0)
12.
13
14.

Cork Centre annual issue of plmeIet concentrates (per 1000 population served)
from 1992-2001 (0)
Annual IBTS Repons from 1994 (0)
CV, and Job Descriptions ofCED, Deputy CEO, NMD, Depury NMD,
Quality ..<\ssurance Manager, Donanon Testin8 Manager, Persoonel Manager

Finance Manager and IT Manager in Dub]., (0)
15.

As above (14) but where relevant for 1he Cork

I

Cen~ (0)

-
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16.
17.

18_
19.
20 .

2 1.

22.
23

24.
25_
26
27.
28_

29_

List of all the BTSBllBTS CEOs, and NMDs since 1992, with periods in
office.(O)
List ofBTS8IIBTS Chainnen and BOald Members since 1992, with periods in
office. (.). (Please also pro\oide information of those Chairmen and Board
Members who resigned).
List of names of DOHkC officials on BTSBlIBTS Board since 1992, with
periods in office ( . )
W"ormation on me .rings betwCOl senior officials of the Irish Medicines Board
and senior IBTS _
andIor Board Chainnen(O)
List of IBTS medical consuJtants and their membership of IBTS conunittees
and as observm on committees outside Ireland (and periods served since
1992)(0)
T ellUs of reference and CW iellt membership (include place or work) of ail
lBTS committees (including. PCR Implementation Committee. Consultants'
Col1'Ultittee, Haemovigilance Committee, Business Continuity Planning
Committee, Hospital Liaiso n COmnUttee, Human Resources Management
Comminee, Finance Committee, Purchasing and Inventory Committee, IT
Committee. National HCV Expert Committee, National Users GrouP.
Executive Management Group, and Managemen( group (.)
Copies of all 1MB insVOCtion reports from the Dublm and Cork Centres (0)
Copies of all UK. Medicines Control Agency Reports on the Dublin and Cork
Centres (0)
Copies of relevant (to !his Review) oflBTS Board Minutes (and papers
submitted 10 the Board) III J999 (0)
Copy of IBTS Board's response to the conclusions of the Oireachtas
Committee's proceedings of 2000 (.)
DOH and C s Blood Policy Unit's response:: 10 the conclusions of me
Oireachtas Col'lU1littee's proceedi.ngs of 2000 (#)
List of Secretanes to the BTSBlIBTS Board since 1992
Information on any regulations/code of practice with regard 10 the
appointment public sector staff in Ireland and comments on these with regard

to the IBTS.
Infonrun:ion on the CWTent research work throughout the [BTS. including 8 list
of peer reviewed pubJisfwsd r»pers in the period 1996 - 200 I and the number
and grade of FTE staff currently engaged in research

-

John Cash
June 2002

-

-

-
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